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Morphogens: how big is the big picture?
Peter A. Lawrence

Morphogens are in the front line just now. Here I trace how the concept of a morphogen has
evolved over the past 100 years and step a little beyond what we already know.

There has been much recent discussion
about morphogens1–8. A true  mor-
phogen is a molecule that spreads out

from a localized source to form a concen-
tration landscape, typically a monotonic
gradient. The heart of the concept is that
the concentration landscape determines,
point by point, the responses of all cells in
the field. These responses will include the
activation of particular genes which then
determine the pattern of cell differentia-
tion. Thus the concentration landscape pre-
figures the pattern formed. If the landscape
is changed, for example by experiment, the
pattern changes correspondingly. There has
been a great deal of debate about the mini-
mal definition of a morphogen, but I think
most would agree with this one.

Earlier views of morphogens were a bit
different; a morphogen gradient was seen as
fixing only a single organizing centre. For
example during regeneration of a hydroid,
the gradient might position a new head,
and this head would then organize the rest
of the body plan. This older idea of a mor-
phogen began with Morgan9 and Boveri10.
Morgan was studying regeneration in
worms after decapitation. He found that,
although all parts of the body could regen-
erate the head, each part did so at a differ-
ent rate — the nearer to the head, the faster
regeneration occurred. Morgan thought
that this graded response might stem from
the organization of the body itself —
maybe there was a gradient of some organ-
izing substance, high at the front and low at
the back.

The hypothesis that a morphogen could
spread by diffusion probably began with a
discussion by Dalcq and Pasteels11 of results
obtained by Yamada12 on the vertebrate
mesoderm. They noted that placing “high”
(somatic) and “low” (splanchnic) types of
mesoderm together resulted in the induc-
tion of an “intermediate”(kidney) meso-
derm in between. They proposed that a
morphogen could diffuse from where its
concentration was normally high into tis-
sue where it was low making a different
kind of mesoderm in the middle of the
sandwich where an intermediate concentra-
tion of morphogen existed; kidney would
be formed by these mesodermal cells.

Some of the best and most analytic
experiments were done on insects by

Sander13 in the 1950s. At that time, insects
were believed to be members of a large
group of animals having “mosaic develop-
ment”. However, in his experiments on the
insect embryo, Sander built an incontro-
vertible case that the body pattern is not
programmed point-by-point in the unfer-
tilized egg. Instead, the body plan is pro-
gressively elaborated as a result of interac-
tions between a few localized determinants.
The first step is the establishment of one or
more anteroposterior gradients of pervasive
morphogens that are then interpreted by
individual cells in the axis (reviewed in ref.
13). Interpretation would involve turning

on specific genes at particular concentra-
tions, a key concept originally proposed by
von Ubisch14 (for a discussion of this histo-
ry, see ref. 15).

Sander’s hypotheses gained concrete
support when a gradient of bicoid protein
was found to determine the body plan of
the Drosophila embryo16,17. There was evi-
dence that the concentration at each point
in the embryo was somehow interpreted to
specify anatomy — and this indeed meant
turning on different sets of genes at each
level in the anteroposterior axis. The bicoid
gradient is only the first of many steps that
deploy those genes18, and later steps involve
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Figure 1Patterning and morphogen expression. Clones expressing the Decapentaplegic morphogen (pink)
repattern the surrounding wing cells and create new well-proportioned winglets with veins (numbered). Note also
the gradient interpretation in which the scale represents the concentration of morphogen. All posterior compart-
ment territory (engrailed gene is on) is shown in blue; the engrailed gene is off in the anterior territory. The fig-
ure was adapted from ref.19.
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more morphogens such as hunchback.
Hunchback is locally activated above a cer-
tain concentration of bicoid, and it also dif-
fuses, setting up a more local gradient than
bicoid and leading to finer patterning. This
understanding of hunchback leads to ideas
of cascading gradients: a primary one with
a long range, turning on subsidiary ones
that would either divide up the same field
into smaller domains or extend beyond the
initial reach of the primary gradient19.

So, morphogens had been identified in a
syncytial egg in which proteins could dif-
fuse from nucleus to nucleus in a common
cytoplasm and affect different nuclei. What
about multicellular systems? There was evi-
dence that the Drosophila wing disc
depends on the decapentaplegic (dpp) gene,
and it was tested whether Dpp might be a
morphogen that operated in the epitheli-
um20 — an experiment that was conceptu-
ally simple but technically difficult. Why
not make a small group of marked cells
secrete excess morphogen in vivo? If the
morphogen really does pattern the wing,
such a localized source of morphogen
would have predictable effects, with local-
ized reiterations of pattern radiating out-
wards beyond the source itself. The results
were spectacular, and indicated that Dpp is
the morphogen of a theoretician’s dream
(Fig. 1), and not only in insects: conceptu-
ally comparable experiments in the brain of
chick embryo gave similarly eloquent
results21,22.

But how does the morphogen work?
Does it spread throughout the tissue, acting
directly on cells far away from the source or
does it deploy a ‘bucket brigade’ of interme-

diate messengers that would relay the signal
further and further away? A series of exper-
iments in Drosophila, in which receptors
were manipulated in the receiving cells,
showed that Dpp does act directly at a dis-
tance23,24. The next question is how does it
spread in vivo? Is it extracellularly, intracel-
lularly, by simple diffusion, or are specific
carriers involved, or could it be transported
by long thin cell extensions (cytonemes)25?
The answers are still not clear, but there are
indications that the spread of Dpp some-
how depends on the endocytic cycle; how-
ever it is not known whether the mor-
phogen itself must cycle in and out of cells
to spread from cell to cell. And there is no
reason why other morphogens, such as
Wingless (Wg), should move in the same
way as Dpp6,26. More questions include:
how exactly is the concentration read, how
many levels can be distinguished by an
individual cell, and how are thresholds of
response determined?

In the old days, we used to imagine that
the range of a morphogen would be prima-
rily determined by its chemical nature, but
this now seems to be too simplistic. There
are other ways of varying range. To take
just one clear example, the secreted protein
Hedgehog (Hh) normally has a range in
the wing of a few cells (and this distance is
so short that other factors may be operat-
ing — a protein would be expected to dif-
fuse at about 100 µm per minute, that is,
5–10-cell diameters). If the receptor is
removed from those cells, Hh passes easily
through them, with very little attenua-
tion27: in other words, the range of this
morphogen ligand in vivo depends, in part,

on the amount and distribution of its
receptor. This has turned out to be just the
beginning of the story; the effective range
of a morphogen could be varied by several
factors, including inhibitors, competitors
and its interaction with the extracellular
matrix (reviewed in ref. 6).

Morphogens and affinity
Gradients do not just affect pattern, they
also determine cell adhesiveness or ‘affinity’.
If groups of cells are transplanted up and
down the proximal–distal axis of the wing,
then the further they are transplanted, the
more they tend to sort out from their
neighbours28. The molecular basis of this
kind of affinity is little understood, but cad-
herins are chief among the usual suspects29.

We have looked at a similar gradient of
affinity in the Drosophila abdomen. By
manipulating the Hh pathway in a clone of
cells, it is possible to change the type of cell
produced. Each of these clones is tanta-
mount to transplantation, like moving a
patch of cells up or down the anteroposteri-
or axis. These clones mix well with their
neighbours if they resemble them; however,
when the clones are made of cells that nor-
mally would belong elsewhere, they sort
themselves so that the clones become dis-
placed towards their original ‘home’. The
bigger the discrepancy between their posi-
tion and their home, the greater the sorting,
indicating that cell affinity is normally
graded in the anteroposterior axis. Thus the
experiments30 show that cells sort out
autonomously, only according to their
identity and, as this depends on the Hh
pathway, it follows that their affinity is
determined by this pathway itself.

In the wing disc, cell affinity also
depends on the Hh pathway, but it has not
yet been determined whether there are
any gradients of affinity, and whether
these might depend on the three main
wing morphogens so far discovered, Hh,
Dpp and Wg. However, results already
indicate that the Dpp morphogen gradi-
ent does have part of its readout as cell
affinity. One example: clones that cannot
respond to Dpp (because they have no
receptor) activate downstream genes as if
they are located far from the source of
Dpp (where the ambient concentration of
Dpp should be minimal). Clones of this
genotype are more likely to sort them-
selves away from their surroundings if
they are made near the source of Dpp,
whereas clones far away grow and sur-
vive31. One explanation is that Hh might
act in the wing through Dpp to change
affinity in a graded manner, rather as it
does more directly in the abdomen1. If
gradients of affinities do exist in the wing,
then current interpretations of the behav-
iour of clones in the wing32 may have to be
modified.
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Figure 2 Different morphogens may determine pattern and polarity in the segment. a, Portion of a clone
of cells (PKA) with activated response pathway to Hedgehog. The clone of cells is marked so that each cell gives
numerous scrappy hairs. In front of the clone, the hairs are normally oriented, but behind the clone two or three
rows of hairs point anteriorwards (towards the top of the picture). For further information see ref. 42. b, The
Drosophila abdomen. One model representing the relationship between a morphogen (Hedgehog), the gradient of
which patterns cell identity, and a different morphogen (X), the vector of which might orient polarity. X would
emanate from the cells located at the back of the anterior compartment (white) that received most Hh. X would
have a much longer reach than Hh and would spread into the anteriorward posterior compartment to polarize
cells there. The arrangement and orientation of hairs is indicated above (see ref. 43 for further details).
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Morphogens and polarity
But morphogens might do more than just
turn on genes in stripes and make affinity
gradients. Planar polarity33 is a feature of
many cells, perhaps of all cells in epithelia34.
I suspect that cells always know their orien-
tation in the organ, even if they do not
always show it to us by the orientation of
beating cilia, by the arrangement of chro-
mosomes35 or by the secretion of anisotrop-
ic structures. In the late 1950s, it was
shown36 that the segment of a hemipteran
insect was patterned by a ‘gradient’ that
affected cell behaviour, and later it was
argued37,38 that this gradient was actually a
diffusing morphogen. Checking and con-
firming this model, Stumpf did an eloquent
experiment that illustrated how one level in
a concentration gradient could specify a
particular ridge in the cuticle of a moth18,39.

But these experiments were mainly
about cell polarity. Insects are excellent
material because the cuticle is frequently
decorated with hairs and bristles that
amount to little arrows, telling the observer
the polarity of each cell (for review, see ref.
40). It was suggested that the vector of a
morphogen gradient might inform each cell
of the anteroposterior axis, rather like a
magnetic field orients iron filings37,38: thus,
the local slopes in the landscape of concen-
tration of a morphogen would prefigure the
pattern of pointing hairs and bristles. We
have now revisited this old problem with
new methods, looking at the abdomen of
Drosophila30,41–43. Hh, the morphogen that is
graded in the anterior compartment of the

segment, is read directly by the cells and
directs the type of cuticle they secrete.
However, it seems that Hh cannot be the
morphogen that determines polarity: if the
activation of the Hh-signalling pathway is
manipulated intracellularly and within a
group of cells, the type of cuticle made by
those cells alone is changed, as expected, but
some influence spreads outside the group to
change the polarity of cells nearby (Fig. 2a).

The influence is probably another mor-
phogen that is produced when cells receive
Hh. Maybe this morphogen has a longer
range than Hh, forming a gradient across
the whole segment (Fig. 2b). The nature of
this morphogen and whether it exists at all
outside our fevered imaginations is still
unclear. But if you allow the model, it
means that we already have two overlapping
systems of morphogens in the anterior
compartment of the segment — with the
matter of the posterior compartments, and
how they are patterned and polarized, still
unknown. Perhaps the patterning of the
posterior compartments depends on yet
another morphogen that is graded there,
just like Dpp in the Drosophila wing. If so,
the next question would be whether this
morphogen both patterns and polarizes the
posterior compartment, or could there be
another morphogen for polarization?

The nature and the behaviour of the
polarizing morphogen in the anterior com-
partment are still unknown. The involve-
ment of the Wnt receptors (the frizzled
genes) in planar polarity40 indicates that the
polarizing morphogen might be a Wnt.

Morphogens and growth
The determination of shape and size is one
of the biggest unsolved problems in devel-
opmental biology1. Our own experience
tells us, time and again, that shape and pro-
portion are precisely controlled by genes —
look at people who are genetically related
and wonder at the precision with which the
human face is sculpted (Fig. 3).

Early regeneration studies of a cock-
roach limb segment by Bohn44 revealed
that when pieces of the segment were
removed and the distal piece grafted back
onto the proximal stump, intercalary
regeneration occurred to restore the lost
piece. He described an illuminating experi-
ment where he confronted distal and prox-
imal parts of one segment to make a com-
pound segment that was already too long,
but intercalation occurred even so, giving a
reversed polarity to the intervening piece
(and again illustrating the link between
pattern and polarity). He concluded that
intercalation must depend on local interac-
tion between confronting tissues — the
further apart they originated, the more
intercalation occurred44. These experi-
ments begin to answer the question of how
cells normally know when to stop growing,
and how they know when the organ has
reached the right size.

There are several good examples to show
that growing organs do not count up the
number of cells, but respond to dimension
itself1. So how is information of dimension
conveyed to each cell? Bohn’s experiments
indicate the involvement of a gradient. I
have pointed out that if the boundaries of
morphogen gradients are fixed, the steep-
ness of the intervening territory is a reflec-
tion of the length of the axis, so that each
cell could retrieve some estimate of that
length by measuring the steepness of the
gradient across its own boundaries18. This is
not so far-fetched as it might seem, for it is
now known that a cell can compare recep-
tor occupancy on different parts of the
membrane, and use this to determine its
polarity45,46. If the reader will grant me this
speculation, then in the Drosophila
abdomen, which morphogen is the one
used to provide a measure of dimension? I
guess (as the question cannot yet be
answered) that it is more likely to be one of
the gradients downstream of Hh, such as
the morphogen responsible for polarity.
Why? Because evidence from studies of
growth in the wing of Drosophila indicates
that the control of growth may occur with-
in compartmental units47, and therefore,
one would expect measurement of dimen-
sion in the abdomen to depend on a single
monotonic gradient (as we imagine it
determines polarity), and not on a U-
shaped gradient such as Hh. Note also that
local removal of receptors to Hh makes the
cells blind to Hh, yet they are polarized and
grow normally, again pointing to the
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Figure 3 Genes determine shape and proportion with precision. In black and white, Joy Liebert (born 1914;
photographed in 1934) and in colour her grand-daughter Bea Chater (born 1981; photographed in 2001).
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involvement of another morphogen.
Part of the process of growth control is

based on competition. In a population of
cells that make an organ, the choice of
which cells will divide and give surviving
progeny is not random. Indeed, there is
some comparison between the cells in the
growing compartment; the relatively
stronger are chosen to divide further and
these kill the relatively weaker ones48 . It is
not clear how this poorly understood but
crucially important process can be linked to
control of size, but it has to be.
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